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1 INTRODUCTION

It is well known that cerebral ischemia induces the
death of brain cells and is accompanied by the activa�
tion of the genes that provide the adaptation of cells
and tissues to low oxygen [1].

Recently it has been found that the genes that
encode the HIF�1 protein (hypoxia�inducible factor)
and its subunit HIF�1b (120 kDa) are activated during
ischemia. HIF�1 modulates the expression of the
erythropoietin gene and also about 60 genes that
encode proteins that are involved in processes, such as
proliferation, apoptosis, angiogenesis, and stabiliza�
tion of proteins during oxidative stress [2, 3]. More�
over, it has been found that heat shock proteins (HSPs)
are involved in the stabilization of HIF�1b during
cerebral ischemia, which is accompanied by intensifi�
cation of the processes of free radical oxidation, shift
in thiol�disulfide balance, development of nitrosative
stress, and glutamate excitotoxicity [3,4]. HSPs are
induced in cells in response to stress factors, such as
heat shock, hypoxia, ischemia, metabolic distur�
bances, viral infection, and action of pharmacological
agents. The genes that encode these proteins are acti�
vated, not only under stress conditions, but also during
the main processes of vital activities of cells, viz., pro�
liferation, differentiation, and apoptosis [5]. HSPs are
involved in all the processes of the vital activities of tis�
sues and organs. It seems that the majority of protec�
tive functions of HSPs depend on their chaperone
activity. HSPs recognize damaged or recently synthe�
sized polypeptides and repair their structure via ATP�
dependent processing or destroy non�repairable pro�

1 Corresponding author; address: pr. Mayakovskogo 26, Zapor�
ozh’e, 69035 Ukraine; e�mail: sokolikep@gmail.com.

teins by proteosome machinery. It has been shown that
the chaperone HSP90 can bind to the PAS domain of
the B�factor and stabilize it. Another chaperone
HSP70 recognizes a motif of the HIF�1b molecule,
which is known as a domain for oxygen�dependent
degradation (ODD) [6]. Note that the role of these
interactions between proteins is not clear. It has been
hypothesized that these interactions are necessary for
the stabilization of HIF�1b under conditions of nor�
moxia. Under conditions of hypoxia, at least one of
the chaperones (HSP70) is displaced from the com�
plex by the ARNT protein, which preserves the factor
HIF�1b from proteolysis for 20–30 minutes of
hypoxia. Thus, it is possible that HSP70 can increase
the lifetime of factor HIF�1b before and after hypoxia
and, thus, is necessary for the correct response of cells
to hypoxic conditions [7].

Recent data suggest that HSPs can affect mito�
chondrial dysfunction that develops during ischemia
due to biochemical changes in the brain tissue. How�
ever, information on the role of HSP is contradictory,
so this problem requires further investigation [8–11].

The purpose of this work was to study the role of
genes that encode HIF�1b and HSP�70 proteins in the
formation of mitochondrial dysfunction and in the
cell’s response to brain ischemia.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The experiments were performed in two stages. At
the first stage of in vitro experiments, we studied the
effects of glutamate, 2,4�dinitrochlorobenzene (selec�
tive inhibitor of glutathione�S�transferase), and
DNIC (dinitrosyl iron complex and cystein, which is a
donor of nitric oxide) on a neuronal suspension. These
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substances in vitro cause pathological changes in brain
tissue, such as glutamate excitotoxicity, nitrosative
stress, and a shift in the thiol–disulfide balance. At the
second stage of our experiments, we modeled cerebral
ischemia and studied the genomic cellular response.

The in vitro experiments were performed with cor�
tical neurons extracted from the cortex of 4�week�old
Wistar rats. The extraction of neuronal and neuroglia�
enriched fractions was performed in two stages. At the
first stage, the brain tissue was disintegrated to prepare
a cell suspension. The second stage included differen�
tial ultracentrifugation in the density gradient of
sucrose and ficoll. To obtain neurons and neuroglia,
rats were decapitated and their brains were removed.
The cortex was separated from the white matter,
minced and transferred into a solution containing
polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP, 7.5%), bovine serum albu�
min (BSA, 1%) and СаСl2 (10 mM). The suspension
that was thus obtained was filtered through three sep�
arators using a low pressure to decrease neuronal loss.
The cell suspension was sequentially filtered through
free separators and layered on a gradient of sucrose
(from 1 M to 1.75 M). Centrifugation was performed
at 60000 g in a VAC�25 refrigerating centrifuge. As a
result of the centrifugation, we obtained two layers and
dense precipitate. The upper layer included the resi�
dues of myelin sheaths; the other layer included glial
and neuronal cells. The precipitate contained 90% of
the neuronal somas. The second layer was then addi�
tionally purified by a second filtration and ultracen�
trifugation. The extracted neurons were washed from
sucrose and albumin with a cold physiological solution
[12]. The obtained suspension was divided into three
portions: an intact portion, a portion treated with
glutamate (100 µM), and a portion treated with chlo�
rodinitrobenzene (80 µM) and DNIC (250 µM). We
collected samples at the 15th, 30th, and 60th minutes
and measured concentrations of HSP70 and HIF1b in
the samples by immunoblotting. To prepare protein
samples, we collected cells, separated them from the
substrate in a mixture of trypsin and versene (1 : 1),
washed them three times in 10 ml of cold PBS, and
centrifuged at 200 g for 5 min. The cell precipitate was
lyzed by 100 µl of a buffer that contained 20 mM
Tris�HCl, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 0.5% Triton X�100,
2 mM EDTA and 1 mM PMSF (Sigma, United
States). The extracts were centrifuged at 8000 g for
10 min and then we collected supernatant and mea�
sured the concentration of total protein in it using a
method described by Bradford (Bradford, 1976).
Electrophoretic separation of proteins was performed
using a method described by Laemmli (Laemmli,
1970). A nitrocellulose membrane with proteins trans�
ferred from the gel was incubated for 1 hour with mon�
oclonal antibodies to HSP70 and HIF1b and with sec�
ondary antibodies against murine immunoglobulin
(IgG) labeled with horseradish peroxidase (Sigma,
United States) [13, 14].

The concentrations of the HIF and HSP�proteins in
the brain homogenate were measured using Western�
blot analysis. Proteins were separated in a 10% poly�
acrylamide gel (PAAG). The transfer of proteins from
PAAG to a nitrocellulose membrane was performed by
electroelution for 45 min. The Western blots were pre�
incubated for 1 hour in a TBST solution containing 5%
skim milk. The Western blots were then incubated for
1 hour with primary monoclonal antibodies (Santa
Cruz Biotechnology) against HIF and HSP a dilution
of 1 : 1000. After washing, the blots were incubated for
1 hour with secondary antibodies conjugated with
horseradish peroxidase (dilution 1 : 2000). We detected
HIF and HSP using densitometry and Adobe Photo�
shop software.

To detect nitrosative stress in suspension, we mea�
sured the accumulation of nitrotyrosine. Quantitative
measurements of proteins containing nitrotyrosine
were performed using an ELISA Nitrotyrisine kit,
which is a kit for the solid�phase enzyme�linked
immunosorbent assay of nitrotyrosine, based on the
“sandwich” principle [15].

Samples and standards were incubated in a micro�
plate covered with antibodies that bind to nitroty�
rosine. During incubation nitrotyrosine is bound to a
solid phase�linked antibody. Biotinylated secondary
antibody (tracer) is added into the wells. If there is
nitrotyrosine in the sample then the tracer�antibody
binds to the nitrotyrosine. The intensity of coloring is
proportional to the amount of nitrotyrosine in the
sample. The concentration of nitrotyrosine in the
samples was measured simultaneously with the stan�
dards and was determined using a standard curve.

The modeling of cerebral ischemia was performed
with Meriones uniculatus that weighed 70–90 g. These
animals are very often used to model stroke due to a
weakly developed system of collateral blood circula�
tion. The stroke was evoked by irreversible unilateral
ligation of the carotid artery [16].

On the 4th and 12th days of the experiment,
extracted ischemic parencephalon was washed with a
cold (4°C) 0.9% KCl solution, minced, and homoge�
nized in ten volumes of a medium containing 250 mM
sucrose, 20 mM tris HCl�buffer, and 1 mM EDTA
(pH 7.4). To extract mitochondria, homogenate was
centrifuged for 7 min at 700 g, (4°C). After this, the
supernatant was centrifuged for 15 min at 11000 g
(4°C). Mitochondria were suspended in a small vol�
ume of the extraction medium without EDTA and
were stored on ice. Mitochondrial swelling due to the
pore opening was detected using spectrophotometric
analysis at 540 nm (A540). The pore opening was
induced by addition of an excess of glutamate and cal�
cium to mitochondrial suspension [12, 17].

The expression of HSP70 and HIF1b genes was
performed using immunoblotting as described above.
The results of the experiments were analyzed using
“STATISTIKA for Windows 6.0” software (StatSoft
Inc.), SPSS 16.0, and Microsoft Excel 2003. Some
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statistical procedures and algorithms were pro�
grammed as special macros in the respective software.

The differences were considered as significant at
р < 0.05.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Studies in vitro have shown that addition of
glutamate (100 µM), dinitrochlorobenzene
(DNCB)(80 µM), and DNIC (250 µM) to incubation
medium alters the expression of HSP70 and HIF1b;
however, these data were quite contradictory. In sus�
pensions, the addition of glutamate and DNCB
caused a continuous increase in the concentration of
HSP70 and HIF1b, which achieved their maximum at
the 30th minute of incubation. Later, at the 60th
minute, the concentration of HSP70 decreased on the
average by 33% as compared to the 15th minute,
whereas HIF1b was more resistant and the decrease in
its activity was on the average 18% (Fig. 1a, 1b).

Addition of DNIC to the suspension induced the
accumulation of HSP70 and HIF1b, which at the
15th minute was less intense than in the suspensions
treated with glutamate and DNCB. At the 60th
minute, the decrease in HSP70, as compared to the
15th minute, was 66% and HIF1b, 50% (Fig. 1c).

The increase in the expression of HSP70 and
HIF1b by the 15th minute in suspensions may be
accounted for by chaperone function of HSP70 under
conditions of damaging action of different toxic
agents. We believe that heat shock proteins work as
molecular chaperones and prevent the aggregation of
damaged proteins in the cell. It has been shown in a
number of studies that HSP70 prevents aggregation in
vitro of oxidized citrate kinase, glutathione�S�trans�
ferase, superoxide dismutase, lactate dehydrogenase,
and malate dehydrogenase [18, 19].

In addition, one of the main functions of HSP70 is
induction and an increase in the lifetime of the stable
form of HIF1b, which triggers further adaptive
responses of the cell. HIF1b, in turn, forms an active
dimer with the HIF�1 subunit and turns into a tran�
scription factor, which triggers the transcription of the
genetic response to hypoxia. In addition, it was men�
tioned above that HIF1b is an induction factor for syn�
thesis of some enzymes of antioxidant defense. This
explains the longer accumulation of HIF1b in suspen�
sion; moreover, HIF1b is more stable against oxidative
stress [20].

Thus, we showed that in the presence of toxic
agents HSP70 enhances the expression of HIF1b,
which plays a major role in the cell’s response to
hypoxia. Hence, it is possible to hypothesize that
HSP70 participates in the cellular response to hypoxic
stress at the level of regulation of HIF1b stability. We
believe that the two�stage protection of the cell is an
evolutionarily developed mechanism and is necessary
for the amplification of transduction signal in response
to damaging agents.

A different character of expression of the proteins
studied in suspensions after the addition of glutamate,
DNCB, and DNIC may be accounted for by the fact
that DNIC is the more toxic molecule because NO
and, especially products of its transformation, such as
peroxinitrite (ОNOO–), nitrosonium ion (NO+),
nitroxyl (NO–), and dinitrogen trioxide (N2O3), are
the main factors that cause nitrosative stress, which
results in the direct interaction of NO with metals
(heme iron of hemoglobin, myoglobin, iron�contain�
ing enzymes and non�heme iron of iron�sulfur pro�
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Fig. 1. The dynamics of HSP70 and HIF1b expression in
neuronal suspension in the presence of glutamate (a),
DNCB (b), and DNIC (c).
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teins and DNA and copper and zinc in the active cen�
ters of enzymes), as well as the indirect interaction of
NO+ (S�, N�, and O�nitrosation), thiol, phenol,
hydroxyl, and amino groups of proteins and DNA
[21–23]. A considerable increase in nitrotyrosine, the
main marker of oxidative damage of protein mole�
cules, in a suspension of neurons treated with DNIC,
as compared to cells treated with glutamate and
DNCB, may be accounted for by the weak expression
of HSP70 and HIF1b (Fig. 2).

The second stage of our experiments was analysis of
the expression of HSP70 and HIF1b in a model of
ischemic damage of the brain on the 4th and 12th days
of ischemia.

On the 4th day of the experiment, we found a con�
siderable increase in the concentration of HSP70 and
HIF1b, which, as we believe, is related to their chap�
erone activity under conditions of developing oxida�
tive stress and is aimed at the intensification of the
reserve and adaptive capacities during acute period of
ischemia (Fig. 3).

It is known that depending on the concentration of
reactive oxygen species, oxidative stress finally results
in either necrosis or apoptosis. A high level of reactive
oxygen species induces strong damage of proteins, lip�
ids, and nucleic acids, which leads to necrosis. A mod�
erate oxidative stress induces programmed cell death,
i.e., apoptosis. Due to their positive influence on the
synthesis of antioxidant enzymes, charepone activity,
and stabilization of actin filaments, HSP70 and
HIF1b prevent the development of necrosis. The neu�
roprotective role of HSP70 under ischemic conditions
has been shown in several studies [14, 18, 20]. For
example, Papadopoulos et al. showed that the expres�
sion of HSP70 protects brain astrocytes from death
induced by oxygen deprivation. In addition, it has
been demonstrated that during severe anoxia purified
HSP70 can increase the viability of neurons involved
in glutamatergic synaptic transmission in the olfactory
cortex of the rat brain [24]. Nevertheless, it is still
unclear which mechanisms underlie the protective

effect of HSP70. Taking into account the data on the
capacity of HSP70 to enhance the viability of neurons
under hypoxic conditions and the interaction of
HSP70 and HIF1b, which plays a major role in the
cellular response to hypoxia, it is possible to hypothe�
size that HSP70 is involved in the regulation of signal
pathways of the cellular response to hypoxic stress at
the level of regulation of HIF1b stability. The increase
in HSP70 expression on the 4th day of experimental
ischemia confirms the importance of the chaperone
HSP70 for stabilization of the response of cells to
ischemia; it seems that this mechanism underlies the
protective activity of the protein.

In addition, the neuroprotective effects of HSP70
under ischemic conditions may be accounted for by its
antiapoptotic and mitoprotective effects. Currently,
three major pathways for the influence of the heat
shock protein on apoptosis are known. First, they can
affect the functioning and transmission of a signal
from the FasApo1 receptor inside the cell; second,
they can affect the release of cytochrome C from mito�
chondria; and, third, these proteins can influence the
formation of apoptosomes and activation of the
caspase cascade. HSP27 blocks apoptosis induced by
activation of the Fas/Apo1 receptor. After binding
with ligand, the receptor interacts with adaptor pro�
teins, such as the FAD protein [25, 26]. This adaptor
protein binds inactive procaspase 8 and promotes its
activation upon the binding of a receptor with ligand.
Caspase 8 activates caspases 3, 6, and 7 and, hence,
triggers proteolysis of target proteins, which, finally,
leads to apoptosis. In addition, caspase 8 can activate
Bid, which induces the release of cytochrome С from
mitochondria. It is not clear where HSP27 acts in this
complex chain of reactions. An alternative pathway of
apoptosis triggering Fas/Apo1 includes the Daxx pro�
tein. The mechanism of action of this protein is not
known very well. In the norm, Daxx is located in the
nucleus, where it is bound with certain proteins, but it
can translocate to the cytoplasm and play the role of an
adaptor protein that is responsible for the initiation of
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the cascade of JNK kinases via the activation of
Fas/Apo. It has been hypothesized that HSP70 can
translocate to the nucleus, where it interacts with
Daxx and prevents its release in the cytoplasm and the
activation of the receptor. We mentioned above that
HSP70 may be involved in the regulation of apoptosis,
not only at the level of Fas/Apo1 receptor, but also at
the level of several intracellular target proteins [27]. It
has been shown that HSP70 prevents apoptosis
induced by mitochondria and the authors proposed
various mechanisms for the actions of heat shock pro�
teins. It is known that the collapse of membrane
potential caused by brain ischemia results in the
release of cytochrome С from the mitochondria. In the
cytoplasm, cytochrome C binds to Apaf1, deoxyATP,
and procaspase 9 and forms a so�called apoptosome.
The formation of an apoptosome is accompanied by
autocatalytic activation of procaspase 9 and its transi�
tion into the active form of caspase 9. This enzyme
activates procaspase 3 and the following caspases
involved in apoptosis. HSP70 inhibits apoptosis at the
stage between cytochrome С release and cleavage of
procaspase 9 in the apoptosome. According to recent
data, HSP70 can interact with cytochrome С [28]. The
question of which portion of released cytochrome С
binds to HSP70 is still open. It has been shown in a
number of studies that HSP70 binds only with a small
portion of the cytochrome C that is released from
mitochondria and, hence, cannot play a considerable
role in the formation of the apoptosome [18, 29].
According to the data of these authors, HSP27 pre�
vents Bax�induced collapse of membrane potential
but HSP27 does not interact with Bax protein. The
authors hypothesized that in the mitochondrial path�
way of apoptosis, HSP70 acts at earlier stages of this
complex process and prevents disruption of the struc�
ture of actin filaments. This hypothesis was confirmed
by our results. On the 4th day of the experiment, a
considerable increase in HSP70 and HIF1b expres�
sion was not accompanied by mitochondrial dysfunc�
tion (opening of the mitochondrial pore, maintenance
of mitochondrial potential). However, on the 12th day

of the experiment these indices were considerably
changed, viz., a decrease in the mitochondrial poten�
tial by more than 60% and opening of the mitochon�
drial pore. Note that these changes occurred during a
decrease in the activity of HSP70 and HIF1b.

Similar dynamic changes may be due to disruption
of the adaptive capacities of the body on the 12th day
and the development of nitrosative stress, which is
reflected by an increase in the amount of nitrotyrosine
in the brain by more than 75%, as compared to ani�
mals on the 4th day (Table 1).

Similar changes were associated with hyperpro�
duction of ROS and cytotoxic forms of nitric oxide,
which led not only to modification (reversible or irre�
versible) of macromolecules, including HSP70 and
HIF1b, but also to a decrease in the expression of
genes that encode these molecules. A number of works
have shown the role of nitric oxide derivatives in the
suppression of gene activity and a decrease in the level
of different transcription factors. In our previous stud�
ies, we showed that an excess of nitric oxide forms,
such as peroxinitrite and the nitrosonium ion, initially
nitrolyze the thiol redox�dependent parts of these
genes and, with an increase in the concentration, oxi�
dize them [17, 28]. The appearance of peroxinitrite
results in nitrosylation of guanine and breakage of
DNA chains. There is one more effect of NO that is
related to damage to the genome: its derivatives and
superoxide radical inhibit the enzymes that are
responsible for DNA reparation. Depending on the
source (different NO donors), NO may affect alkyl�
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Dynamics of changes in nitrotyrosine level in homogenate
of left ischemic hemisphere of the brain at different stages of
experiment

Experimental series Nitrotyrosine, arb. un./g protein
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4th day of ischemia 20.8 ± 1.75

12th day of ischemia 84.2 ± 2.7
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transferase and formamidopyrimidine�DNA�glycosy�
lase and ligase. NO increases PARP activity in Betz
cells and ADP�ribosylation during global ischemia,
presumably, due to DNA breaks, but this results in
necrosis due to the depletion of NAD and ATP [22].

Thus, taken together, our data suggest that HSP70
and HIF1b are inevitable concomittants of pathobio�
chemical reactions that occur during ischemic brain
damage and play a protective role due to enhancement
of the synthesis of antioxidant enzymes, the stabiliza�
tion of oxidized macromolecules, and direct antiapo�
ptotic and mitoprotective actions. This role of the pro�
teins in the cellular responses in ischemia suggests that
it is possible to develop new neuroprotective drugs that
can modulate/protect the genes that code for HSP70
and HIF1b.
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